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User’s Guide

8. ALARMS AND MONITORING
 After connecting the ‘Infant Thermistor’ to the infant, the control
panel will display infant’s temperature in Celcius.
 Take the infant’s temperature using a thermometer to confirm.
 The ‘Mat Status’ LED will start flashing fast if the mat if overheating.
 An alarm will go off and a red LED will flash if the infant’s temperature falls into the hypothermic region, or if the infant’s temperature is not increasing at a minimum of 0.3C/30min.
 The ‘Silence Alarm’ button will silence the alarm for 2 minutes.
9. USER MAINTENANCE
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IncuVive’s Modular Incubation System is sterrilizable with ethanol
and the water and be sterilized with bleach.
Cover both the base mat and the fold-over component with a pillow
case. Remove and wash as needed.
By opening the clear sleeve, both the tubing and insulation can be
removed and replaced.
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6. TURNING THE SYSTEM ON
 Plug in heater.
 Plug in the water pump.
 Turn on the power switch on the control panel.
 The ‘Mat Status’ LED will blink if the mat is NOT ready for an
infant to be placed on the mat.

PRODUCT FEATURES
FOLD-OVER CONFIGURATION


Allows infant to be heated from both
sides



Allows visibility of face and has access
on either side of the infant for monitoring
and insertion of IV lines or catheters



Results are comparable to the use of an
incubator
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7. PLACING THE INFANT ON THE SYSTEM
 After the mat has reached 37 °C the green LED labeled ‘Mat
Status’ will turn on indicating that the system is ready for an infant
to be placed on it.
 Attach the ‘Infant Thermistor’ to the infant’s armpit.
 Place the infant on the mat with the infant’s head away from the
inlet and outlet tubing of the system.
 If using the fold-over component, after placing the infant on the
base mat, cover the infant with the fold-over component such that
the infant’s face is visible.

SINGLE MAT AND TWO MATS CONFIGURATION
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Has high infant visibility



By using the fold over component as a second mat, two
infants may be warmed simultaneously



The fold-over component can also be disconnected to
provide an infant warming system with just a single mat
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INSTRUCTIONS
Before beginning assembly you will need these materials which are not
included:
 Reservoir that can contain at least 6L of water.
 A water pump
 Tubing to connect water pump with mat
1. ASSEMBLE YOUR RESERVOIR
 Fill a reservoir with at least 6L of water making sure that it will not
overflow
 Place the heater, shown in A, into
the reservoir so that it is completely
submerged
 Place water pump in reservoir
 Connect tubing to water pump,
shown in B.
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3. FOR FOLD-OVER CONFIGURATION
In this configuration the infants only needs a light layer of clothing
 Connect inlet tubing of the base mat to water pump (sold separately) by screwing end onto tubing connected to the pump.
 Connect outlet tubing of the base mat to inlet tubing of the fold
over component.
 Place the fold-over component on top of the base mat with the insulation of each mat facing the outside.
 Attach the mat thermistor onto the center of the base mat with adhesive.
4. FOR TWO MATS CONFIGURATION
In this configuration infants needs a moderate layer of cotton clothing
 Connect inlet tubing of the base mat to water pump (sold separately) by screwing end onto tubing connected to the pump.
 Connect outlet tubing of the base mat to inlet tubing of the fold
over component.
 The fold-over component will be used as the second mat and can
be placed adjacent to the base mat.
 Attach the mat thermistor onto the center of the base mat with adhesive.
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2. FOR SINGLE MAT CONFIGURATION
In this configuration infants needs a moderate layer of cotton clothing
 If needed, disconnect the fold-over component of the mat, shown
in C.
 Connect inlet tubing of the base mat to water pump (sold separately) by screwing end onto tubing connected to the pump.
 Place outlet tubing of the base mat into the reservoir.
 Attach the mat thermistor onto the center of the base mat with adhesive.
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Base Mat

Fold-over
Component
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